REFINITIV IDEALRATINGS
ISLAMIC INDICES
A trusted and comprehensive global suite of equity indices

Using the screening capabilities of IdealRatings, Refinitiv has developed a range of Shariah-compliant
benchmark indices. The indices combine Refinitiv’s unparalleled coverage of global equity markets and
consistent, rules-based methodology with IdealRatings’ expertise and research-based approach to
Shariah-compliant screening.
Decades of experience
Refinitiv has been calculating and distributing indices for years –
including some of the world’s best-know indices.
Each index is constructed employing content sets with the highest
data integrity.

• Over 30 revenue streams of interest to Shariah compliance are
tracked for each company
• The AAOIFI-adherent screening process guarantees broadest
acceptance across countries and interpretations of Islamic law

Availability

IdealRatings has been providing Shariah fund management services
to financial institutions since 2006.

Refinitiv IdealRatings Islamic indices are viewable on Refinitiv
desktop products.

IdealRatings is the market leader in helping asset managers in
more than 10 countries launch and manage Shariah-compliant
funds with the ability to generate the highest alpha available given
the tight compliance and purification process.

For enquiries relating to feed or delivery licensing, contact Refinitiv.

Comprehensive coverage of global and Islamic
markets
Maximizing Refinitiv’s superior equity coverage to provide deep
broad market Islamic indices:
• Region indices, e.g., MENA, BRIC, ASEAN, OIC
• Country indices, e.g., UAE, Malaysia, Bahrain, Indonesia
• Sector indices e.g., global energy, global technology, global
healthcare

• Real-time and end-of-day updates
• Quarterly screening of constituents and biannual index rebalance
• Explanation of constituent deletions provided with index data

Why choose Refinitiv IdealRatings indices?
• Only provider to use research-based rather than
automated screening
• Complements existing Refinitiv Islamic finance offerings
• Unique, price-based liquidity filter ensures all constituents
are investable

Research-based screening

For further information

• Proprietary algorithms scour all public information and news
about a given company to determine whether activities should
be screened further for non-compliance
• A dedicated team of researchers scrutinizes algorithm outputs
for accuracy checks and analyzes company financials and lines
of business

refinitiv.com/indices
Islamic.Finance@refinitiv.com

Email us
Index_Queries@refinitiv.com

Refinitiv is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure, serving over 40,000 institutions in approximately 190 countries. It provides leading data
and insights, trading platforms and open data and technology platforms that connect a thriving global financial markets community – driving performance in trading, investment,
wealth management, regulatory compliance, market data management, enterprise risk and fighting financial crime.
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